Philadelphia Neighborhoods

Philadelphia
Neighborhoods,
a
compendium of historic views of the major
residential sections of Philadelphia,
presents a snapshot into the past when old
neighborhoods were not so old and when
currently established ones were as yet new
construction. Through the medium of
postcards, readers are invited back to an era
before automobiles dominated the streets,
before many city roads were paved, and
when the local grocery store was not
located in a mall. Using chapters divided
into subsections that detail the various
regions of North, South, Southwest, and
West Philadelphia, as well as the new
Northeast
Philadelphia,
the
author
chronicles the vibrant, diverse communities
that have helped shape the citys rich
history.

Weve taken the liberty of ranking 12 Philly neighborhoods based on whats important: food and booze. If your
neighborhood is on list, thenPhiladelphia Neighborhoods. About Zoom To Full Extent Small Neighborhood Lesser
Known Neighborhood South Philadelphia Southwest PhiladelphiaThe historic city of Philadelphia is full of charming
neighborhoods. From the up-and-coming East Falls to the super hip and already arrived Northern Liberties,
Development is rampant all throughout Philadelphia, but these five neighborhoodsGrays Ferry, North Broad, South
Broad, Market East, andWhat was once one of Philadelphias hottest industrial centers is now one of its hottest
neighborhoods.Bella Vista connects Center City and South Philadelphia via the Italian Market. We used science and
data to determine which Philadelphia neighborhoods are the real pits.A distinct district wedged between Center City and
Fairmount proper, Spring Garden originated to accommodate wealthy industrialists during the second half of Find the
neighborhoods that have prospered and grown in just five years and those that have not. - Tom Ferrick, Philadelphia
Inquirer and DailyFeatured. Rittenhouse Square. Neighborhood. East Passyunk. Neighborhood. Advertisement. Old
City. Neighborhood. Fishtown. Neighborhood. Midtown Village. Neighborhood. University City. Neighborhood.
Fairmount. Neighborhood.Food: Five Community Gardens Enriching Philadelphia Northwest Philadelphia
Philadelphia Neighborhoods is a publication of the Multimedia UrbanDorian Vasquez and Setoiyo Ekpo are both
Philadelphia-based comedians by way of Columbus, Ohio. Each giving back to North Philadelphia residents in
theirCenter City. South Philadelphia. Southwest Philadelphia. West Philadelphia. Lower North Philadelphia. Upper
North Philadelphia. Bridesburg-Kensington-Richmond. Roxborough-Manayunk.Old City boasts quaint cobblestone
streets and plenty of 18th-century charm.Philadelphia is a city of neighborhoods, and the locals have little patience with
those who get the boundaries wrong such as real estate agents trying to boost the
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